
 

     THE GATEKEEPERS is a Second Quarter 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd. 

 

14 of a possible 20 points                                                                            ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

Israel   1967; 2010-2012   black-and-white and color   95 minutes   subtitled live action feature 

documentary   Mac Guff Ligne/Cinephil/Dror Moreh Productions/Les Films du Poisson 

Producers: Estelle Fialon, Philippa Kowarsky, Dror Moreh, Anna van der Wee 

 

*indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

2          Direction: Dror Moreh* 

2          Editing: Oron Adar* 

0          Cinematographer: Avner Shahaf 

0          Lighting: Lee Klein 

            Special Visual Effects: Hatem Benabdallah, Jean-Jacques Benhamou, Yoann Copinet,  

                                                     Carine Gillet, Virginie Geroux, Philippe Sonrier, Fabien Vantroys 

            Interviewer: Dror Moreh 

2          Interviewees (Cast): Ami Ayalon, Avi Dichter, Yuval Diskin, Carmi Gillon, Yaacov Peri, 

                                                  Avraham Shalom 

2          Research 

1          Production Design: Doron Koren     Art Direction: Doron Koren 

             Musical Direction: Alex Claude 

             Music: Régis Baillet and Jérôme Chassagnard (Ab Ovo), Daniel Meir 

2           Sound Design: Alex Claude                         Sound Editing: Daniel Meir 

             Sound Effects: Wilmont Schulze, Sebastian Stroux 

             Sound Mixer: Amos Zipori     Rerecording Mixer: David Gillain 

2           Dramatic Tension  



1           Insightfulness 

14 total points 

 

     Director Dror Moreh’s feature documentary THE GATEKEEPERS is an insightful, profound 

examination of Israel’s failed policies to maintain order in occupied territories and protect 

adequately its citizens. Challenging assumptions security is a function of bigger guns, greater 

funding, and superior planning, the film transparently presents the fallacies of such 

reasoning. Despair cannot be wiped away by increases in repression, property seizure, and 

destruction of family ties. Nor do occupying forces ever experience the trust or respect of 

people being dominated by them. History shows no example of an outside annexation force 

ever successfully absorbing the native population into an egalitarian unity with foreigners. 

Israel is not about to set a new precedent. 

     The film is structured in seven overlapping parts. First is “No Strategy, Just Tactics.” Black-

and-white footage of Israeli victory in the Six-Day War introduces the expansionism which 

required establishing stable friendly government for newly acquired lands. A hostile 

population had to be either integrated with overlords or systematically exterminated.  

     Many of Israel’s leaders had already experienced a Holocaust. They had no wish to bring 

about another. So tactics of friendly persuasion, separation of known insurgents from the 

general populace, and informal cultural exchanges with Palestinian civilians were adopted by 

the Shin Bet, Israel’s internal intelligence organization. The Shin Bet was granted authority to 

keep surveillance over a potentially explosive region. It could interdict and interrogate 

suspected agitators, as well as undertake to identify potential informants within Palestinian 

communities, essential for prevention of future episodes of anti-Israeli violence in the West 

Bank and Gaza.  

     According to heads of Shin Bet interviewed, this plan miscarried due to lack of overriding 

purpose. It also had no input from one of two sides involved.  

     What to ultimately do with displaced Palestinians was an issue sidestepped by successive 

Israeli administrations. Israel’s inflation to Biblical boundaries, hailed as a divine promise 

fulfilled by religious traditionalists within the country, generated increasing pressure to 

colonize outlying areas. “Settlers” further impeded attempts at peaceful reconciliation 

between Semitic and non-Semitic groups, claiming fields and orchards cultivated for centuries 

by non-Jewish neighbors. No compensation was awarded for one-sided transfers of property, 

a transgression against the practice of purchase price initiated by patriarch Abraham himself. 

Appeasement of conservative farmers and rabbis became a top priority of Israeli officials. No 

one in power wished to antagonize Israel’s voters.  

     These actions led to pessimism about present circumstances and future prospects in 

Palestinian communities now controlled by non-Palestinians. Out of that bleak outlook came 

terrorists posing as liberators of the downtrodden. They received encouragement from 



spiritual leaders and a political underground bent on self-rule. Funds for revolt flowed out of 

supportive Iran and Syria. Stymied at lack of political clout, potential Palestinian leadership 

directed its efforts to creation of a network of terror modelled at least partly on activities of 

Menahem Begin’s Irgun. One key difference: the PLO and sympathetic outfits warred 

primarily on civilians rather than police and soldiers.  

     A campaign against Israeli transport led to the 300 line bus incident, discussed at length by 

Avraham Shalom, who appears to approve killing overpowered terrorists rather than 

imprisoning them for eventual trial in a civil court. His argument with the army was over 

means rather than ends. Sadistic torture was too dirty an approach for him to countenance. 

That older Shin Bet had presumably any and all powers not specifically appropriated by  

Cabinet or Knesset in dealing with threats to domestic safety.  

    Shalom learned belatedly otherwise. Personal previous adventures included direct 

participation in Eichmann’s kidnapping on Argentinian soil. Two interview quotes are succinct 

signifiers of Shalom’s dictatorial, independent approach. “I don’t take politicians seriously 

anymore ... With terrorism there are no morals.” Combining those assertions provided Shin 

Bet’s overseer license for whatever lethal measures he might wish to take spontaneously.  

     It’s notable that every one of six such individuals bemoans here a lack of strong procedural 

authority from Prime Minister and Cabinet. This forced them to make executive decisions 

themselves and to assume final ethical responsibility for their ramifications, outcomes none 

desired. Each group — government and security — looked to the other for advice and 

approval, partly due to absence of judicial or administrative policy guidelines for dealing with 

critical threats to public welfare.  

     In Part Four, “One Man’s Terrorist is Another Man’s Freedom Fighter,” contradictory 

political philosophies entangled intelligence operations in skewed international perceptions 

of justice. With no overriding outside authority willing to pass judgement on their actions, 

organizations such as the PLO, Hezbollah, the Al-Aksa Martyrs’ Brigade, and Hamas claimed 

to counterbalance Kach and Kahane Chai, the Revolt Terror Group, the Gush Emunim 

Underground, Bat Ayin, Lehava, and TNT (Terror Neged Terror, or Terror Against Terror). 

Opposition bred counter-opposition. Bet Shin found itself waging war against internal and 

external belligerents. If either extreme ever won popular acceptance in Israel, democracy 

would be overthrown.  

     Two Intifadas demonstrated churning unrest within Palestinian civilians. It became 

virtually impossible for many to suppress explosive outrage about Israeli security measures 

ranging from frustrating checkpoints, bulldozer operations against Palestinian homes, and 

prolonged detentions without formal hearings to construction of a wall separating Jewish and 

Palestinian neighborhoods. With these incitements being pre-approved solely by Jewish 

authorities, resistance against them hardened in the West Bank. 



     A fifth portion of the film deals with “Our Own Flesh and Blood,” ultra-conservative 

elements of Israeli society which took to arming themselves as recovery units for lost 

inheritances. These sub-societies quote Biblical injunctions, harnessing God’s own words for 

selfish ends. Their goals included establishment of a Jewish hierocracy and mandatory 

expulsion of all Christians and Moslems from the land of Israel. Intolerance, animosity, 

vindictiveness, and treason became acceptable, even honored.  

     Shin Bet found these apocalyptic zealots equally damaging to Israeli peace as interfering 

government sponsors of genocide like Iran. By pitting Reformed against Orthodox and 

secularists versus worshippers, religious activists fragmented and polarized their nation,  

spawning assassins with no greater moral integrity than medieval banditry cloaking 

themselves in similar disguise as defenders of the faith in Crusader times. They succeeded in 

derailing a drive for peace, even hailed the killing of their own prime minister as a kind of 

triumph for righteousness. Assisted by friendly Knesset members and frustrated settlers, 

these apostles of animosity, having tasted popular acclaim, posed growing danger to the 

nation of Israel.  

     Shin Bet leaders agree on what likely lies ahead. They report little cause for optimism. 

     The next portion of the documentary is titled “Victory Is To See You Suffer,” an explanation 

for the rising popularity of suicide bombings. Patriotism and religious fervor offered 

convenient crutches as a rationale to excuse such atrocities. Yet killing more adversaries only 

continued a cycle of hatred and revenge, one endlessly feeding on itself, making participants 

ever less sensitive to aspirations and feelings of victims.  

     “Collateral Damage” investigates the price security forces paid in attempting a pre-emptive 

strike against a known threat. To stop the murderer from mass killings, how many relatives, 

neighbors, or passers-by would have to be sacrificed? What was the value of one less living 

terrorist? Would there always be a replacement ready to take the place of a fallen comrade? 

If so, why? This question was not thoroughly addressed by the film, perhaps its most 

important shortcoming.  

     When did retaliation shade off into unadorned vengeance? Had payback become state 

policy? Did it generate improved domestic peace? Politicians in Israel and abroad chose to 

hide behind a combination of superficial slogans and appeals to exhausted ancient formulas 

having no particular applicability to contemporary circumstances.  

     Which leads to the final segment of SHOMREI HASAF, “The Old Man at the End of the 

Corridor.” There’s no final judge and decision-maker waiting behind that last door, the Israeli 

government’s Inner Sanctum. One man, incorruptible, wise as Solomon, pious and guided by 

inspiration from his Creator isn’t to be observed there. Or anywhere else in Israel. 

     In the end, ethical behavior derives from conscience within, not from an outside 

enforcement agency. No one, not even a Shin Bet former director, escapes from an inner 

prick recurring in flashback moments, a guide impossible to spurn or ignore completely. 



Whether heeded fully or not is for each person to decide in isolated moments of self-

evaluation. 

     Moreh ends his presentation with a subject’s downbeat assertion. “We win every battle, 

but we lose the war.”  

     It would be more appropriate to say “We think every battle gains us a victory, but we 

actually are constantly shrinking, in unchecked moral decline, becoming ever more 

entrenched in ritually sacrificing others to protect ourselves.” 

     Six directors of Shin Bet are interviewed here extensively to present the director’s case for 

policy change. From 1980 to 1986, Avraham Shalom led the organization. He was followed by 

Yaacov Peri, who confessed to being regrettably unprepared for the First Intifada. In 1994, 

Carmi Gillon became head of Shin Bet, presiding over its decline in reputation following Yigal 

Amir’s assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995. Ami Ayalon replaced Gillon in 

1996, remaining in that office until 2000. Then Avi Dichter took over as chief for the 

organization, trying to stomp out a wildfire known as the Second Intifada. More recently 

Yuval Diskin held that post, pioneering targeted assassination via computer screen 

monitoring.  

     While keeping actions impersonal, overkill and uncertainties about unplanned civilian 

casualties hampered then and now high-tech efforts at eliminating enemies of the state.  

     At least one predecessor of Diskin’s believes reliance on remote control is ineffectual and 

morally reprehensible, triggering deaths of perfectly harmless residents in focus 

neighborhoods.  

     What is the key message of these speakers? If there is any real solution to the occupation 

dilemma it lies in negotiations, compromises, coexistence. None of these preconditions are 

within the powers of any Shin Bet. At best, gatekeepers keep out the most socially harmful 

predators. At worst, they screen from view causes and developing problems, deflecting 

attention from origins to consequences. 

     THE GATEKEEPERS’ strongest suit is frank interviews with thoughtful, educated leaders 

whose concerns are sincere and pragmatic. Tense, atmospheric music augments a prevailing 

picture of incremental gloom. Abundant verbal detail backs every episode culled from 

archival news reportage, which features black-and-white material from the late sixties and 

seventies before transforming into color images from more recent decades.  

     Sound, photography, and lighting vary in quality due to the found and sometimes censored 

nature of various scenes. 

     No special artistry in production design surfaces, but unpolished roughness suits well 

overall ambience, thrusting viewers into sensory participation in events as they occur. 

     Editing is outstanding in terms of incisive content, less so with regard to integrating 

computer graphic reconstructions with conversations. CG material is obviously artificial, quite 



unlike interview statements. Attempting to fuse pre-existing visuals with new footage yields 

bloated figures moving in exasperatingly unrealistic ways, hardly a film asset. 

     A recommended opener for debate and discussion, THE GATEKEEPERS is suitable viewing 

for audiences of college age and older. Violence depicted in news shots and discussed 

explicitly is too disillusioning and graphic for younger teens and preteens.  

     Dvd Special Features of THE GATEKEEPERS include a director audio commentary by Dror 

Moreh and a forty-two minute Q and A with the director. Both are recommended, filled with 

fascinating insights into the production process.   

     Thanks to IMDB, Wikipedia, and DVD Talk for background material.    


